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Abstract

In this paper we use simulations to investigate the role of the tip in nc-AFM measurements of dissipated energy. Using a virtual AFM we simulate the experiment focusing on the atomic scale energy dissipation on an NaCl(100) flat surface. The non-conservative interaction was treated with the theory of dynamic response and all the calculations were carried out using an atomistic model; several sets of tips were tested using ionic crystals (NaCl, KBr, MgO), each in different configurations (ideal, vacant, divacant, doped). Using an MgO-doped tip we were able to calculate a dissipation signal comparable to what is typically measured in experiments. It was not possible to see any dissipation with ideal tips, although they still have a significant interaction with the surface and give atomic contrast in the frequency shift signal. The effect of the scanning speed on measured frequency shift and dissipation is also calculated and discussed.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

The non-contact atomic force microscope (nc-AFM) has proven to be an invaluable tool for imaging surfaces and molecules at the nanoscale [1]. A cantilever with an atomically sharp tip attached to its end is oscillated above the surface at its resonant frequency, subject to a harmonic potential [2]. As the tip approaches the surface, the atomic interactions between the two change the shape of the potential landscape and thus modify the resonant frequency of the cantilever, providing a direct measure of the tip–surface atomic interactions. In order to keep the oscillation amplitude at the setpoint value, an excitation signal drives the cantilever at the actual resonant frequency, compensating for its internal energy dissipation. As the cantilever scans the surface, the measured frequency shift can be used to deduce the interaction map or the topography of the surface with atomic resolution because the interaction potential is sensitive to the atomic species under the tip apex. The excitation amplitude required to balance the feedback also shows atomic scale variations and can be used to give a measurable atomic scale contrast on the surface [3]. This suggests that the internal dissipation is not the only mechanism taking energy away, demonstrating that there is an external dissipation process, happening at the atomic scale, that typically dissipates about 0.1–1 eV/cycle (but possibly higher [4, 5]). This dissipation or damping signal has been used to study a wide variety of different surfaces, including metals [6–8], semimetals [9–11], semiconductors [7, 12, 13], insulators [14–16] and insulating thin films [17–20]. Investigations have also targeted the influence of water layers [21], and molecules and molecular films [22–25] on the measured dissipation.

The damping signal developed as a focus for the scientific community because it often shows different features to frequency shift or topography maps, and offers insight into the coupling of the tip to phonon processes in the substrate. However, its interpretation still remains unclear, and there has been significant debate regarding the source of this damping signal, with several explanations formulated. Earlier works claimed the damping to be an artefact effect due to the non-ideal behaviour of the electronic components operating in an AFM [26, 27] and, consequently, of no physical interest. The stochastic friction mechanism [28–33] considers the energy dissipated by the induced friction from thermal...
fluctuations of the tip and surface atoms, but it predicts dissipation orders of magnitude smaller than experimentally reported. Calculations of AFM energy dissipation on adsorbed overlayers were also carried out in [34], where nonlinear jumping of solitons in a bistable state is responsible for the hysteresis mechanism. The most accepted explanation suggests an adhesion hysteresis mechanism that makes the force on the tip different during approach and retraction. This is due to a reversible atomic reconstruction in the tip and/or surface at close approach [35–39] that decreases the oscillation amplitude and the feedback has to further compensate for the energy loss. The amplitude control response lag, as well as the phase mismatch between the oscillation and the driving excitation, induce small variations in the actual oscillation amplitude that give an apparent damping signal. Recent numerical simulations using this model within a virtual AFM simulator [40] produce a damping signal of the same order as experimentally reported [41], although direct comparison with experimental data for the same system has not been reported yet.

Tip–surface force hysteresis as a possible mechanism of dissipation has been seen in several other theoretical studies, including insulating [42], semiconducting [12, 43, 44] and metal surfaces [8]. Further support is given by molecular dynamics simulations on metallic systems [45], which show how an adhesion mechanism naturally occurs when a tip approaches the surface at low temperature. A key element in all these studies is the sensitivity of the measured dissipation to the specific atomic structure of the tip, and this is commonly seen in the wide variety of obtained experimental images for the same system [1] used in the experiment. A comprehensive study of the structure of large Si clusters as tips for imaging the silicon surface demonstrated that they exhibited a wide variety of metastable reconstructions that can be triggered by the self-excitation scheme, ensuring perfect phase match with the driving pulse; the excitation amplitude is regulated by the AGC, depending on the actual oscillation amplitude deviation from the setpoint. The energy dissipation can be obtained from $R(t)$, the dynamic response of the AGC [2]:

$$E_D = \pi \frac{k A^2 R(t) - R(0)}{Q R(0)}$$

(1)

where $k$ is the cantilever’s spring constant, $Q$ is its quality factor, $A$ is the amplitude and $R(0)$ is the feedback gain recorded with no tip–sample interaction. Since in the simulation we know exactly the normal force acting on the tip (it is the input for the simulation tool), we can directly integrate it along the oscillation path, providing a theoretical estimate for the dissipated energy. In all calculations the automatic distance control (ADC) was disabled, fixing the cantilever holder’s height during each scan and the temperature for the dissipative process was set to 300 K. The temperature does not affect the virtual machine’s components and there is no electronic or thermal noise superimposed on the evaluation of the forcefield [53]. Table 1 shows the parameters used to operate our virtual machine, where $f_0$, $k$ and $Q$ are the resonant frequency, spring constant and $Q$ factor of the cantilever, respectively, and $K^\text{P}_{\text{AGC}}$ and $K^\text{I}_{\text{AGC}}$ are the proportional and integral factors of the AGC feedback trying to keep the amplitude at the set point $A_0$. The parameters $f_{\text{cutoff}}^{\text{AGC}}$ and $f_{\text{cutoff}}^{\text{FD}}$ are the cutoff frequencies for the amplitude and...
frequency detector lowpass filters. The parameters regarding the cantilever correspond to typical values of real cantilevers used in nc-AFM experiments [1, 2, 48] and the other machine parameters are chosen to match a real apparatus. It has to be noted that, although the working principle of the virtual AFM is very similar to the one described in [40], we implemented our own simulation programme.

2.2. Static forcefield

The virtual AFM is a classical dynamics simulator, where there is only one particle (the tip) moving in a forcefield with some constraints (cantilever, AGC, etc). The forcefield has to be calculated beforehand and we obtain it through atomistic calculations of a model system including the tip termination and the surface. A model tip is placed at several points in the three-dimensional space above the surface, forming a volumetric data grid, where the forces acting on the tip are calculated. The data grid spans a surface area of $5.64 \times 5.64 \text{ Å}^2$ and a vertical height of 20.0 Å and contains $8 \times 8 \times 200$ points. This is sufficient to describe the short range tip–surface interactions in the surface unit cell.

The macroscopic part of the tip is modelled as a cone with a round termination and the macroscopic surface is represented by an infinite plane (figure 1) and gives the background van der Waals interaction.

The calculations were performed using the SciFi code [54]. The interatomic forces are computed from a sum of pairwise Buckingham potentials acting between ions treated atomistically. Ions are treated within the shell model where each positively charged cores is coupled to its negative shell by a spring in order to describe the polarizability. Parameters for the species considered here were taken from [55–57]. Unless specified, all cores and shells were allowed to relax completely with respect to interatomic forces.

In our calculations we model the surface as a slab of NaCl, KBr or MgO [58–61], rotated in order to expose one vertex to the surface below, with three atomic layers on the top of the tip fixed to represent its macroscopic part and a vertical height of 20 Å.

Figure 1. Snapshot of the model system used for calculation. The atomistic model captures only the termination of the tip and a small frame of the surface which are relevant for short range interactions. The macroscopic parts (grey areas) give the long range van der Waals background interaction.

Table 1. Parameters used to set up our virtual AFM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$f_0$ 152 800.0 Hz</td>
<td>AGC frequency cutoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k$ 26 N m$^{-1}$</td>
<td>AGC stiffness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q$ 31 032</td>
<td>AGC Q value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_0$ 30 nm</td>
<td>AGC diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{AGC}$ 0.03 N m$^{-1}$</td>
<td>AGC spring constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{EFG}$ 0.45 N m$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>EFG spring constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_{cutoff}$ 200 Hz</td>
<td>Cutoff frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_{EFG}$ 200 Hz</td>
<td>EFG frequency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In experiments, the original silicon tip is usually oxidized by exposure to air or contaminated by contact with the surface, so the most likely tip terminations are one of the surface species or oxygen. Since the ion–ion interactions are fairly symmetric with respect to ionic charge, i.e. an Na-terminated tip interacting with Cl in the surface gives conservative interactions similar to a Cl-terminated tip interacting with Na in the surface, we focus mainly on negatively terminated tip models. Calculations with positively terminated tips show, as in previous studies [38], that this interaction symmetry is not present for dissipative interactions, so we also considered positive terminations where appropriate and the results are mentioned in the relevant sections.

Our basic models for an AFM tip consist of a 64-atom cube of NaCl, KBr or MgO [58], rotated in order to expose one vertex to the surface below, with three atomic layers on the top of the tip fixed to represent its macroscopic part (figure 2(a)). These tip models offer a balance between complete surface contamination (NaCl), an oxide-like tip interacting with Cl in the surface gives conservative interactions similar to a Cl-terminated tip interacting with Na in the surface, we focus mainly on negatively terminated tip models. Calculations with positively terminated tips show, as in previous studies [38], that this interaction symmetry is not present for dissipative interactions, so we also considered positive terminations where appropriate and the results are mentioned in the relevant sections.

We start from these ideal tips to build other, more realistic tips, containing vacancies and impurities. The first set is obtained from the ideal one by removing one atom from the second atomic layer as schematically shown in figure 2(b). Since the second layer of our tips is formed from positive ions, the resulting tip will be negatively charged; we also considered tips with vacancies created in the middle of the structure, distant from the apex. The third set of tips was built by removing one atom in the second layer and one in the third layer of the ideal tip, making a divacant tip that is globally neutral, but has a strong structural defect close to the apex (figure 2(c)). The last set was built introducing a substitutional impurity in the middle of the tip so that the resulting tip is not neutral, but the excess charge is not located close to the apex (figure 2(d)). All these tips were fully relaxed to ensure stability before applying them to dissipation modelling.

2.3. Dissipative field

The static forcefield alone would not be able to give any dissipation, since there is no difference between the approach and retraction paths; for that, we need to describe how the
adhesion mechanism works. According to the theory of dynamic response [36] the presence of the tip above the surface creates a secondary stable configuration for the system, obtained by displacing a surface atom from the ground state position towards the tip: the continuous hopping between the two stable states results in the adhesion mechanism responsible for energy dissipation. Once the stable configurations, namely A and B, and the transition state T in between have been identified, we can calculate the transition rates $W_{AB}$ and $W_{BA}$, as well as the forces acting on the tip in both cases, $F_A$ and $F_B$. The procedure is described in detail in [36] and summarized here.

We start with the tip at 8.0 Å above the surface and we identify the surface atom mostly affected by the tip—either through intuition or via running some molecular dynamics samples. Then we displace it gradually towards the tip and compute the energy at each step (figure 3). Only the vertical coordinate $q_z$ of the jumping atom is constrained and the atom is free to move within the $xy$ plane, and the rest of the system is allowed to relax. The tip is then gradually approached to the surface down to 3.0 Å distance and the bistable atom displacement procedure is repeated each time. The transition rates are given by

$$W_{AB} = v_A \exp \left(-\frac{E_{TA}}{k_B T}\right)$$

where $v_A$ is the attempt frequency calculated from the curvature of the minimum A, $E_{TA} = E_T - E_A$ is the energy barrier to overcome, $k_B$ the Boltzmann constant and $T$ the temperature. The reverse process transition rate $W_{BA}$ has an analogous expression. All this information builds a secondary data grid called dissipative field that will be used by the virtual machine to integrate the probability for the system to be in state A:

$$\frac{dP_A}{dr} = -P_A W_{AB} + P_B W_{BA}$$

The transition rates depend on the position of the tip and the total tip–surface interaction becomes

$$\vec{F}(x, y, z) = P_A \vec{F}_A(x, y, z) + P_B \vec{F}_B(x, y, z)$$

3. Results

3.1. Ideal tips

Ideal NaCl and KBr tips failed to produce the secondary state B. In figure 4 the energy curves obtained with an NaCl tip above a surface Na atom are shown. This situation occurs on all points on the surface, so the adhesion mechanism does not happen at all and there is no dissipated energy. The ideal MgO tip was able to generate the state B as shown in figure 5, although in a limited range of tip positions. As the tip oscillates above the surface, the second state is present only when $Z_{tip}$ is between 4.4 and 4.8 Å, and this region is not wide enough to allow the probability $P_A$ to smoothly evolve from 0 to 1 and back, and we computed a dissipated energy of the order...
Figure 5. Energy curves calculated with an ideal MgO tip above Na. The second state B can be found only in a small range of $Z_{\text{tip}}$.

Figure 6. Energy curves calculated with an NaCl vacant tip above Na. Note that the second state B exists only for $Z_{\text{tip}} = 4.2$ Å.

Figure 7. Energy curves calculated with an MgO vacant tip above Na. The state B is the ground state of the system.

of 0.1 meV/cycle—comparable to the order of the numerical noise.

The difference between NaCl (or KBr) and MgO ideal tips is due to the relative charges of ions in the different materials and the resultant charge on the apex. The net charge of oxygen is double that of chlorine/bromine and the MgO tip offers a more attractive termination to the surface Na atoms and they can find another stable position close to the tip. Note that, when using a positively terminated tip, for NaCl/KBr the different termination still results in no measurable dissipation. For MgO, using an Mg-terminated tip actually reduces the already very small predicted dissipation to below the measurable level.

3.2. Vacant tips

Removing one atom close to the apex produced tips that were too unstable in our calculations. As the tip gets close to the surface major reconstructions occur in both tip and surface, and displacing one atom from the surface to compute the stable states caused further alterations that we cannot describe with our model. Creating the vacancy in the middle of the tip removes this problem, although results for NaCl (or KBr) and MgO tips are quite different. NaCl and KBr energy curves now have a second minimum, but in a very small range of tip heights (figure 6); thus the calculated energy dissipation is comparable to the numerical noise. The vacant MgO tip is now too reactive and the second state B is actually the global energy minimum (figure 7); as the tip approaches, the system flows from A to B and, upon retraction, it gets stuck there because the barrier $E_{TB}$ is too high, as shown in figure 7.

This means that an atom can be pulled away from the surface and attach to the tip, causing a tip-change event. This is a regular occurrence experimentally [17, 62–64], but within this modelling scheme leads to the formation of atomic chains, prohibiting site-dependent atomic dissipation processes [65].

3.3. Divacant tips

The divacancy does not give any charge excess close to the apex, but provides a quite strong structural defect, making the tip termination softer. The energy curves for NaCl and KBr tips have a second minimum in a very small region (figure 8), and they behave like the tips with the vacancy in the middle of the structure. The same goes for the MgO divacant tip, showing the same behaviour as the vacant one (figure 9). The ground state of the system, on close approach, becomes B and as the tip retracts it becomes more stable until the system breaks down and the atom sticks to the tip. This time, the calculation was more troublesome to carry out, because the structural defect makes the apex prone to reconstruction: the O atom at the termination is likely to slide upwards and find a more stable configuration. In this configuration the tip gives no measurable dissipation signal.

3.4. Doped tips

Starting from the ideal tips, we changed one atom in the inner part of the structure in order to enhance the Coulomb interaction between the tip and the surface. In the case of NaCl and KBr tips, one Cl (or Br) atom was replaced with oxygen, giving the tip a net charge of $-1e$. This is still not enough to produce the second state in the energy curves in a reasonable range of tip heights and we cannot operate the
virtual machine with these tips. Replacing an Mg atom with Na in the middle of an MgO tip produced a doped tip with the desired characteristics: on approach the system does not show complex or irreversible reconstruction and both the minima A and B could be found in a significant range of tip heights. Using the forcefield and the dissipative field calculated with this tip we could simulate an nc-AFM experiment and obtain an energy dissipation of about 0.1 eV/cycle. In figure 10 we can see the dependence on the tip’s maximum approach of the dissipated energy measured above Na and Cl atoms. The virtual AFM is operated in the steady state, i.e. each point in the curves is the dissipation value recorded after the cantilever was oscillating for 0.5 s on the same spot. This way the AGC has time to adjust and the oscillation amplitude recovers the setpoint value within 0.1 pm deviation. At close approach both Na and Cl appear to dissipate energy, but as the tip oscillates further, the dissipation on chlorine rapidly fades to zero, while on sodium it can be observed up to 5.6 Å—as expected for a negatively terminated tip, with a net negative charge. The same steady state measurement technique, applied to all the other points on the surface, allows us to build images of the dissipated energy: figure 11 shows two dissipation maps at closest approach distances of 4.5 and 5.5 Å. The image scanned at 4.5 Å (figure 11(b)) shows no atomic pattern and the dissipation is high for all the points on the surface. As the tip probes at higher distances (figure 11(a)), the dissipation around Cl vanishes and the atomic structure of the surface becomes visible. The steady state regime allows us to see the actual energy dissipation without influence from the non-ideal behaviour of the feedback gain: this is confirmed by the fact that the dissipation measured from the feedback signal and the one computed integrating the tip–sample force over the tip’s trajectory are the same within 1%. Comparing these results with images scanned at finite speed allows us to identify any possible artefact effects due to the instrumentation. Figure 12 shows a comparison between the image scanned with the dissipative field disabled ((a) and (b)) and enabled ((c) and (d)). The damping signal obtained excluding the non-conservative interaction does not have any atomic scale features, confirming previous studies [41]. Furthermore, we point out how the inclusion of a non-conservative field alters the frequency shift signal that is usually associated with purely conservative forces. The finite scan speed produces an apparent drift in the shape of the bright spots that looked circular in the steady state image: this is induced by the response time of the feedback loop. Images calculated at a scan speed of 5.0 nm s\(^{-1}\) (figure 13) show how this feature is enhanced at higher speeds. Comparing the frequency shift maps scanned at 1 nm s\(^{-1}\) (figure 12(d)) and at 5 nm s\(^{-1}\) (figure 13(b)) an apparent contrast inversion occurs. At higher speed the feedback response lag causes the amplitude to differ from the setpoint value and the frequency shift seems to be mostly affected, although the damping signal is not. The robustness of the dissipation signal to increased scanning speeds was also seen to a lesser extent in studies of the CaO surface [41], although it required speeds of 100 nm s\(^{-1}\) to observe it.

Note that the ring shape of the bright spots in figure 11(a) is a consequence of the unstable behaviour of the system. At first sight, it could be argued that the distance between the dark and bright parts in the ring is 0.705 Å, which corresponds to the spacing between the grid points where all the quantities are calculated. The energy barriers are calculated exactly only in those grid points and interpolated in the middle; it happens that the calculation done on the Na sites is stable in a smaller

---

**Figure 8.** Energy curves calculated with an NaCl vacant tip above Na. Note that the second state B exists only for $Z_{tip} = 4.2$ Å.

**Figure 9.** Energy curves calculated with an MgO divacant tip above Na. The second state B is the ground state of the system.

**Figure 10.** Energy dissipation calculated with a virtual AFM in the steady state above Na atom (black circles) and Cl atom (red squares).
Figure 11. Energy dissipation maps obtained from the steady state calculations at far (a) and close (b) approach. The image area is $8.46 \times 8.46 \text{ Å}^2$. (a) $Z_{\text{tip}} = 5.5 \text{ Å}$ and (b) $Z_{\text{tip}} = 4.5 \text{ Å}$.

Figure 12. Damping signal ((a), (c)) and frequency shift maps ((b), (d)). The top images ((a), (b)) were obtained using the conservative forcefield only; for the bottom ones ((b), (d)) the non-conservative interaction was also enabled. The scans were performed at a speed of 1.0 nm s$^{-1}$ at 5.5 Å height over an area of 1.41 × 1.41 nm$^2$.

range of tip heights ($Z_{\text{tip}} \leq 6.0 \text{ Å}$), because the tip–surface interaction reaches its maximum and the energy curves are not well behaved. For the adjacent grid points, the interaction is weaker and the energy curves are stable for higher tip positions ($Z_{\text{tip}} \leq 6.8 \text{ Å}$). This way the statistical reconstruction can occur in a smaller range of the tip oscillation cycle above Na than the near positions, thus reducing the amplitude of the force hysteresis loops and decreasing the dissipation. The dark spot in the centre of the bright bump is thus caused by a computational artefact. Sampling a finer grid around Na atoms proved that the process is actually unstable only within 0.2 Å around Na, meaning that the dark spot in the ring should be much smaller than how it currently appears, but performing the whole calculation on such a fine grid is computationally too expensive. A similar ring structure was seen in earlier simulations of dissipation on the CaO(001) surface [38].

4. Discussion

Our calculations confirm the strong dependence on the tip of the nc-AFM energy dissipation seen experimentally and predicted for other surfaces in simulations. Out of the large number of tip models considered in the study, only one predicted measurable dissipation on the ideal NaCl(001) surface. Undefected nanocluster tips are too stable, preventing any significant atomic reconstruction in the non-contact regime. On the other hand, our first attempts to make the tip more reactive (by creating apex vacancies and divacancies)
were unsuccessful as the system became too unstable, leading to either a permanent tip change or a reaction path that could not be described by a single atomic coordinate. Doping an MgO tip maintains the stability necessary to avoid tip changes, but adds a longer range electrostatic charge/dipole interaction. This extends the range of reversible induced surface atom displacements and hence increases the hysteresis and predicted dissipation. The resultant dissipated energy per cycle and the obtained damping contrast are in reasonable agreement with experimental measurements on the same or similar systems. Note that a doped oxide tip is a reasonable model for the kind of contaminated silica tips expected in experiments. This is an important step in defining the properties of tips that result in measurable dissipation in ionic systems, while re-emphasizing that dissipation in these systems is not an artefact of the experimental set-up.

An interesting result of our speed-dependent calculations is the demonstration that the damping signal is less affected by the feedback response time than the frequency shift. This is a further consequence of the signal being more sensitive to the atomic processes occurring at the tip apex, but suggests dissipative tips would allow atomic resolution in the damping contrast at much higher speeds than conventionally used. The dissipation maps calculated from the damping signal are very similar to the ones estimated by integrating the force along the oscillation path, exhibiting the same features and they match to within 0.01 eV/cycle, proving that the approximations used to deduce the dissipation from the excitation amplitude work nicely.

Although the computational demands of a full dissipation simulation are very restrictive on the tip–surface interaction scheme that can be used, it is important to evaluate the approximations implemented with respect to the kind of atomic processes we are modelling. In general, the atomistic potentials used in the calculations were designed to reproduce the bulk and surface properties of ionic crystals and are fitted to the equilibrium state. Induced tip and surface atomic displacements are inherently non-equilibrium processes, outside the scope of the original potential design. Comparisons to first-principles displacement profiles for ideal and doped NaCl show that the potentials perform remarkably well for displacements of up 0.05 nm [66], but beyond this the potentials cannot capture the electron transfer processes that can occur. This results in an overemphasis on the ionicity of the system by the model in all processes, and atomic jumps occur more frequently and at longer range [65] than would be expected with a quantum framework. The direct result for this work is that some tips we neglected due to instability may be stable within a more accurate interaction scheme. This problem is further enhanced by the zero-temperature approximation used when calculating the tip–surface interactions (note that finite temperature is included when calculating the dissipation from the non-conservative field). At finite temperature, it is likely that several of the predicted tip-change events would be more reversible, again reducing the set of discarded tip models, although we may also observe new tip-change events. More generally, the assumption of purely ionic tip models is certainly a significant approximation and matches experiment only when the tip apex has been heavily contaminated by the surface or has picked up a nanocluster. Certainly, including some elements of the original silicon/silica tip, or even functionalized tips [67], in some of the tip models would be desirable—however, our initial studies in this direction demonstrate that existing interaction models are not suitable and would require significant re-design.

Again we emphasize that going beyond this classical approach for full dissipation simulations requires significant methodological developments and can be considered a work in progress. Further studies, applying dissipative tips to more complex surfaces and also including steps, defects and adsorbates should aid in providing a more systematic understanding of high resolution dissipation images. Alongside simulations of other classes of tip and the inclusion of finite temperature at all levels, this will provide an important framework for reliable integration of dissipation measurements into the AFM toolbox.
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